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Join us on each of our journeys to making connections with our 
amazing caregivers and wonderful clients 

A MESSAGE FROM THE
EDITOR

FROM THE DESK OF 
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Care Partners Home Care was built on three core values of love,
compassion and empathy. Our values are what lead each and every one
of us in the mission to providing deep meaningful relationships by
creating environments that heal. By focusing on true person-centered
care, we will improve the quality of life for anyone who needs our care.
We hope you enjoy embarking on our journey, reading stories from the
desks of our in-office staff who connect with our caregivers and clients
each and every day. Learn about our "WHY". 

BRIDGING THE GAP IN HEALTHCARE  
by Amanda Platt, RN BSN 
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From the Desk of Stephanie S.
Executive Administrative Assistant 

Stephanie was starting her Thursday morning, when an over joyus phone call came in to the main line. One of our
sweet clients' was calling with amazing news, that she "absolutely loved the caregiver" (CG) we sent to her home.
It  was brought to our attention that our CG went "above and beyond" the call of duty and made our client feel
"special". Our CG took the time to hand paint her clients nails, making her client feel young and full of memories;
"It has been decades since my nails have been painted. I feel beautiful". This specific CG had been hired on staff
with Care Partners 19 days prior to working with this client. In just 19 short days our CG had touched the lives of
14 different clients including the client who called Stephanie Thursday morning. This small act of love,
compassion and empathy  from our CG brought a smile to woman's face who needed it and full-filled the reason
why our caregivers do what they do each and every day. While this shift was intended to be only a few short
hours, by request of the client our CG returns each week to continue these special moments that make an impact
in her life. This is our WHY. 

 


